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A plumb-bob view from che ceiling of 
[he Graoti Central Terminal, N.Y.C., 
complet^ by Warren and Weunore, 
Archirecn.

There is probably no other building in 
the world which could have provided so 
exacting a test for any interior finishing 
material as this great terminal, where marble 
is used in such profusion. And no other 
finishing material for floors or wall surfaces 
could have as effectively met that challenge. 
Today, after being subjected for 40 years to 
an annual traffic flow thirty percent greater 
than the entire population of the United States, 
the marble is still beautiful — proof of the 
effectiveness of simple, systematic maintenance.
FREE brochure "Proof that Marble Costs Less”

NSTITUTE OF ^MERICA, INC

OUNT VCKNON N e W V O • Kro*sTc■ AvCNue
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Robbins Lifetime Vinyl Tile 
in beautiful marbleized pat
tern, installed in McFarlands 
Fl, Lauderdale, Florida.

Robbins Distributor;

Flamingo Distributors 
1002 East 27tb Street 
fiileah. Florida



ROBBinS
LIFETIME VINYL

The forever polished brilliat\ce of Robbins Lifetime Vinyl in beau« 
tiful pastel colors—solid, marbleized and terrazzo paiceros—make the 
perfect floor to compliment home appliances on display in the modem 
display rooms of McFarland’s in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. Here is 
another distinguished flooring installation to demonstrate that . . .

Ifs ROBBtNS LtFETIME VINYL for BEAUTY!
Whether the vivid, tile-thick solid 
colors and gleaming marbleized pat
terns of Robbins Lifetime Vinyl Tile 
or the classic terrazzo brilliance of 
Robbins Lifetime Vinyl Terra-Tile, 
the accent is on beauty . . . beauty

that lives for a lifetime. Dramatic 
designs are virtually unlimited and 
strikingly beautiful floors to comple
ment any decorating scheme can be 
achieved easily and economically 
with the tile that needs no waxing 
. . . ever!

It’s ROBBINS LIFETIME VINYL for UTILITY!

A Robbins Lifetime Vinyl floor is a 
maintenance miracle. It needs no 
waxing . . . ever! Occasional mop
ping and buffing preserves its pol
ished lustre. Satin-molded finish 
sists strong cleansers, acids, alkalies,

grease, fats, and oils. Cushions foot
steps . . . muffles noise. Fast and 
foolproof installation. Each tile is 
precision-squared for perfect fit by 
exclusive Robbins process. Dimen
sional stability — another Robbins 
development — is guaranteed.

re-

LIFETIME ii • Trad* Mark R*g. U. S. Rat. Off. 
WRITE RDR SAMPLES AND COMPLETE INFORMATION

ROBBINS FLOOR PRODUCTS, INC.
TUSCUM8IA (Muiel* Shealf) ALABAMA 

In Canada; VINYL PttOOUCTS and SURFACES, Itvc., MoMr«aI and Toronto 
S*t a*r Catolaj in SwMt't — Qi«ck th» Y«llo«r P*e*> •< jwar T*l*nhan« Dlrtctaqr
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► Enduring as the 
hills, this famous stone is equally distinguished for its 
practical utility and serviceability as for its matchless, 
natural beauty. Noted for its amazing strength, it is 
highly resistant to deterioration from exposure, as 
well as fire-proof to the point of calcination. Indeed, 
Indiana Limestone lasts indefinitely when properly 
used. Add to this its ready workability, versatility for 
every type of building, and moderate cost... and you 
can appreciate why it is still today, as always . . .

The Nation's Building Stone

INDIANA LIMESTONE
P. O. BOX 471, BEDFORD, INDIANAINDIANA LIMESTONE INSTITUTE

You are invited to make full and frequent use of our 
technical counsel without expense or obligation



7 POINTS OF UNIFORM
GOODNESS IN

YOUNGSTOWN
STEEL PIPE
• unilorm diKlili^
• Uniterm lengthsU matter how intricate the weld, youN • Uniterm threadingdo it readily with Youngstown pipe.
• unifonn weldobility

That's because Youngstown pipe is 

designed and made for easy welding—truly round, 

uniform in wall thickness, uniformly sized, and 

chemically and metallurgically right. The name 

"Youngstown” rolled into a length of pipe means it 

is GOOD PIPE,

itorm •roll thickness 
and size

^ uniform strength ond 
toughness

• uniform roundness and 
stroightnest

'Uaunqi.t/ / STEEL RIPE-

THE YOUNGSTOWN SHEET AHD TUBE COMPANY —
General (Miio - Cxpon Offlee: FU*h AveniM, N*vr York N. Y.

PIPK AND TUBULAll rpOOfim • COKBlirT • PAIIB • AOBA • COLB POntMIO CAMON ANB At4.0V SABI 
* ~ ' WMie . KLECTBOLYTK' TIN VtATC • CPKB TIN PLAT*SUESrS • PLATLS RAILBOAO TBACB mkCB



WHEN FLOORING PROBLEMS ARE DROPPED ON YOUR LAP... 
CAU ON THE KENTILE, INC. FLOORING REPRESENTATIVE

ments must meet other standards.
And, because your decisions affect 

the hnished job...it will pay you 
to consult with the fully qualified 
Kentiie, Inc. Flooring Representa
tive. For his name and address, write 
the nearest office listed below.

WHY? because floors can be a sound 
investment or far too costly — de
pending on how well-suited they are 
to the area in which they will be 
used. For example, a corridor re
quires certain flooring features... 
cafeterias need different ones... base-

KENTILE • SPECIAL KENTIIE • KENCORK • KENRUftRER • KENFIEX •

4^ KENTILE INC.
*R*S. U. S. Pol. Off.

KENTILC. INC., aa sccoNo AVI.. Brooklyn is. n. t. • sso fifth avk.. nkw vork i, n. y. 
708 ARCMITKCTS BLOB.. 17TM A SANBOM STS.. FNILAOCLPHIA S. FA. • 1811 NBC BLOB.. CLBVELANO 
14. OHIO • BOO FEACHTRfS ST.. N. E.. ATLANTA B. 6A. - SOSO WALNUT BT.. KANSAS CITY B. 
MO. - 4SS3 SO. KOUN AVK., CHICAOO S3. ILL. • 4S01 SAPCTA FK AVS.. LOS AN6ELEB SB. CALIF.



OFFICE BUILDING WITH

automatic
Autotronic
elevatoring

A busy office building, the Carnegie 
Eiidowinent Internationa] Center, has been 
sucx-essfully using automatic elevators with
out operators for more than six months.

The immediate acceptance of passenger 
operated elevators by New York tenants and 
visitors alike is attributed to the simplicity 
of operation, the excellent service, and the 
ease of communication with the starter by 
car telephone.

Naturally, management is also thoroughly 
satisfied.

CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT 
INTERNATIONAL CENTER

Horriion & Abramovllz, Arehilecli 
Couldwvll'WInoai* Co., Ganarol Contracton 
Broitlin. PoMar & Wh«alocli. In<.. Penilng Aganls

Facing the broad expan.se of United Nations Plaza at 46th Street, this new 12-story 
building houses 38 national and international non-profit organizations devoted to 
the improvement of human welfare.

The building’s 800 occupants, some 500 daily visitors, and a unique arrangement 
erf conference and meeting rooms on the 2nd floor create a highly diversified traffic 
pattern throughout the day. Traffic is kept moving smoothly by 4 automatically 
operated ems autothonic elevators.

OTIS AUTOTHONIC Elevatoring secures the maximum quantity and quality of 
formance from a

er-
group of elevators. All operations can be AuromaticaUy and e 
rfled—including automatic recognition and instant readjustmentX-

TBONically contro 
for any traffic pattern xariation.

ons AUTOTHONIC Elcvatoring will give any building, 
efficiency and economy in vertical transportation. We’ll

, new or modernized, greater 
1 be pleased to show you how. 

Call any of our 266 offices. Otis Elevator Companv, 260 11th Avenue, New 
Yorkl, N.Y.

AUTOTRONICCOMPLETELY
AUTOMATIC

ELEVATORING



you can r v'^'specify the

WINDOWS 
YOU HAVE 

ALWAYS WANTED!
MYou don't hove to specify substitute 

windows any morel Now you con specify 
all the Ludmon Auto>Lok awning windows 
you wont and gel theml Production is ot 
on all-time highi Distribution facilities are 
greater than ever beforel Specify them 
on your next job.
No other windows odd so much to 
procticol building utility. Ludmon's 
patented Auto-Lok principle of operation 
mokes them close 10 times tighter thon 
generolly accepted standards.
No other windows odd so much to building 
appearance. Auto-Lok's design compliments 
modern horizontal architectural lines.
They give you more latitude in creating 
new designs in fenestration.
Wherever your job might be, you con be 
sure of prompt delivery. They're sold by 
over 4800 dealers in the United Stotes olonei

I

SEALED UKE A 
REPRIOEKATOR

Uidmee Aute-lek Awning Windows are 
available for every type construction 
. . . residential, industriol, eemmerdal 
. . . college, university, school . . . 
hospital, hotel, metal and special per- 
pose buildings.

See SWEETS FILE. For helpful engineer
ing and planning service, write:—

LUDMANProduction Is increasing steadily ot 
our new plant —the world's lorgest Depf- AlA-3, North Miami, Florida 
plant manufacturing owning win
dows and jalousies.

lUOMAM UAOS TNf WOULD IN WINDOW iNGINttHINO



DRAFT I STOP Cools, Heats and Ventilates
University of Michigan Research Laboratory Classroom

and maintain comfort conditions.
Heating, ventilating and cooling, with 

positive draft control at all times—Herman 
Nelson offers you ail of these advantages to
day for your classrooms of tomorrow. For 
further information, see our catalog in 
Sweet’s Architectural File, or write Herman 
Nelson Unit Ventilator Products, American 
Air Filter Company, Inc., Louisville 8, Ky-

The ’’classroom of tomorrow” incorporates 
all the elements needed to create the ideal 
ir.’ironment for learning — including 
Herman Nelson Draft[Stop Ventilation. This 
system does more than heat and ventilate. 
Ir compensates for beat gain from students, 
lights and sun—and also provides for class- 

cooling by introducing quantities of 
oucd(K>r air in such a way as to avoid drafts

env

room

MmmijebmSTOPDRAFT
I UNIT VENTILATOR PRODUCTS 

System of Classroom Heating, Ventilating and Coolmg



HOPE’SThe Name Guarantees

Church Windows

Bltutd Sacrament Chard), Helytkt, Mast.
Daniel O'Cennelh'Sans, Inc., Centracur

HOPE’S STEEL CHURCH WINDOWS lend themselves to modern 
traditional architecture. The Hope's Windows above have leaded art g!az> 
ing inside and protective glazing outside.

Hope’s newly-designed extruded aluminum molding permits either pro
tective exterior glass or interior decorative glass to be removed for replace
ment ot repair without disturbing glass in the other side. The widest choice 
in sizes and design of glass and utmost flexibility in arrangement of venti
lators provide almost unlimited variety in layout for the designer. The un
surpassed strength and rigidity of Hope's Steel Windows assure trouble- 
free operation and a minimum of maintenance. Write for Booklet 134A.

Chester F. Writht, Architea

or

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC, JAMESTOWN, N.Y.
Thf Fintsl Buildings Throughout The World Art Fitted With Hope’s Windnu t



OPINION* SZPHEasBD BT CONTRIBUTOBS TO THE 
JOURNAL ARE NOT KBCESSARILY THOSE OT THE A.I.A.

To Live and to Build
By Willem Marinus Dudok, HON. CORR. A.I.A,
Mr. Dudok’s recent lecture tour in the United States, arranged 
by The Institute, haa evidently brought to hva audiences the r; 
freshment of clear and logical thinking, unhampered by the 
dogmas of any particular school. Typical of the lectures is the 
following expression and one, which will shortly appear, under 

the title “Town Planning.”

re-

WAS ONCE STRUCK by a word 
of Lao-tse. This Chinese phil

osopher said: “From its hollowness
I Nowadays we can construct any

thing we like. This is a liberation 
but at the same time a danger for 
architecture. Such confusing slo
gans arc current about the relation
ship between construction and ar
chitecture that I think it necessary 
first to devote a few words to that 
question. It is needless to say that 
efficient construction is the first 
requisite of good architecture, but 
don’t let us be so foolish as to 
identify the two and expect that 
correct construction will automati
cally lead to good architecture. If 
you wish to know a language you 
must master its grammar and syn
tax, but this knowledge will not 
make you into an author or poet. 
Construction is a means, so import
ant a means I willingly admit that 
without it no architecture is pos-

ariscs the reality of the vessel: from 
its empty space arises the reality 
of the building. Therefore, by the 
existence of things we profit. And 
by the non-existing of things we 
are served. I think this is quite 
true; man is served by space. In
deed, what is the ultimate object of 
architecture? It is the harmonious
organization of the spaces necessary 
to mankind and to society. Let us 
be quite clear about this. What
ever changes may take place in our 
day, architecture still is and will 
always continue to be the art of 
creating spaces; spaces which will 
have to come up to the require
ments of our ever varying and 
changing life.

Journal of The A. I. A.
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are splendid building materials 
which must be kept out of sight: 
steel for instance, which must be 
made fire-resisting by a covering of 
other material. I fully appreciate 
reinforced concrete but I dwi’t like 
the color and I don’t see why I 
should not be allowed to cover a 
good concrete construction with a 
material of finer color and texture. 
And this is not all. I well remem
ber from the early years of the 
modern movement the so-called 
“honestly” constructed pieces of 
furniture, which were so demons
tratively “honest” that they were 
downright ugly.

Don’t misunderstand me: I also 
want us to build in an efficient and 
uncwnplicated way and I know of 
buildings which excel by their in
genious efficiency; I also, naturally, 
think it important to build so that 
full justice is done to the character 
of the material used and to the 
method of construction, even if 
the material, like the skeleton, is 
hidden from view. I think that 
the sight of—or the memory of— 
a few examples will suffice to show 
that architecture is something dif
ferent and something more than the 
mere art of good building, of good 
construction.

What, then, is this “more?” I 
will endeavor to explain this be-

siblc, just as little as poetry is 
imaginable without language. Of 
course I am open-minded toward 
some of those magnificent and dar
ing constructions of steel or pre
stressed reinforced concrete, per
mitting large spans with little ma
terial. They lead to totally new 
and really striking forms of 
covered sportficlds, bridges, air
plane-hangers: structures of which 
we at once experience the beauty 
because the efficiency is so clearly 
expressed. But these forms of con
struction lie on the borderline of 
architecture and really more in the 
realm of engineering. In architec
ture it is wrong to use a construc
tion just because the form can be 
carried out; construction is never 
more than a means of which the 
architect makes use according to his 
needs, and it should never be al
lowed to dominate him.

Why only visible construction 
should be considered as honest work 
has never become clear to me. It 
is neither necessary nor important 
that construction should always be 
visible; such is not even the case 
in nature. No one would deny 
the efficiency or the beauty of the 
human body because the skeleton 
is not outwardly visible. One senses 
its presence although it is hidden 
from view. In the same way there

March, 1954
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factor? In my opinion building 
only becomes art when it is sub
limated by beautiful and harmon
ious space proportions, which in
geniously express the purpose and 
especially the cultural significance 
of the building. Architectural art 
has really but one means: propor
tion ; the proportion of spaces and 
building masses in both form and 
color. It is not true that architec
ture is the most material of all the 
arts; as an art it is just as immate
rial as any other form of art be
cause its significance is not in its 
material but in its spiritual values; 
namely, in how the architect has 
managed to express an idea in terms 
of spatial relationship.

cause I am addressing colleagues 
who will grasp my meaning. Wc 
have all of us known that weari
some search and those happy liber
ating moments in the struggle with 
the blank sheet of paper on our 
drawing-board. Here we are, then, 
with our building program. Our 
minds are as blank and unbiased as 
the white paper before us. Any
thing may come out: anything may 
appear on the paper. Then begins 
the calculating and grouping of the 
required spaces in relation to each 
other, governed by a creative form 
will: practically, methodically, log
ically. Soon it appears that there 
arc various possibilities, no matter 
how much to the point and how 
critical we may be. As a matter 
of fact, a simple laborer’s cottage 
with three or four rooms offers 
more possibilities for spatial distri
bution than a gigantic battleship, 
the shape of which is determined by 
the very special purpose and func
tion of each of its parts. However 
much one may aim at the straight
forward solution of the demands of 
the program, there are always 
various possibilities for the archi
tect.
ism, however important an aspect 
of architecture it may be, is not its 
determining factor.

What, then, is this determining

❖

What do I mean by this? I 
mean that a town-hall, which is 
merely an excellent office build
ing, albeit with good reception and * 
meeting halls, is not necessarily a 

of fine architecture.specimen 
Added to its efficiency it must pos- 

something of the dignity which 
symbolizes its civic authority. 
Neither is a theater an example of 
good architecture, when it merely 
has good acoustics, even if there is 
a good view of the stage from every 
seat. The whole building must 
tune its visitors to festive gaiety in

sess

This means that functional-

JoURNAL OF The A. I. A.
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anticipation of what they hope to 
experience in it of cultural value. 
A school building is not “architec
tural” cxily because the children 
attending it sit in large airy rooms: 
the building itself must be a lesson 
in the goodness and reason which 
the children will learn—if possible 
a friendly lesson. 1 mean that a 
church is not necessarily a piece of 
good architecture if it is merely 
a good meeting hall, where one can 
hear the preacher distinctly: unless 
it is at the same time a place which 
expresses human devotion it has 
little in common with architecture. 
I give but a few examples. All this 
is not a question of more or less 
luxury or of ornament; the entire 
structural proportions must help to 
express these spiritual values: 
values extending beyond time, 
which raise architecture above the 
changes of fashion; values which 
our art can not and may not do 
without if it is to remain worthy 
of its name; values which cannot 
be replaced by slogans and catch
words such as cubism, futurism, 
functionalism—terms which appear 
and disappear in as quick succes
sion as women’s fashions.

When we look at the reproduc
tion of so-called modern architec
ture, what do we see? Those fiat- 
topped cubes with innumerable

storeys and endless horizontal rows 
of windows, clever buildings which 
only impress us by their grandiose 
dimensions: how are they related 
to their soil, their surroundings, 
climate and their purpose? And 
what arc they trying to express? 
Undoubtedly these buildings are 
excellently constructed, but in this 
connection I consider it a danger 
that we can construct so well, be
cause I fear that the essential is 
likely to be overlooked and that 
many of the so-called modern build
ings get stuck at the construction 
stage and never reach the field of
art.

I certainly have a sincere ad
miration for the well-thought-out 
construction, for scrupulously 
studied details, for the original 
choice of materials of the United 
Natiwis building, 
moreover many other qualities in 
this building which are an honor to 
the architects. But does this solu
tion express the noble idea of the 
highest degree of human coopera
tion ? In my opinion the fact that 
in this respect the solution seems 
not wholly satisfactory is mainly 
due to the situation, that is to say 
the urban side of the problem. For 
I hardly think it possible to

There are

cx-
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press the unique worthy purpose 
of this building against the back
ground of similar huge skyscrapers 
of a world center. Just as each 
work of art demands silence around 
it, a structure of such exceptional 
spiritual standards needs a very 
special area for its own, with its 
special surroundings of which it is 
the natural sublimater.

a stage, but why must people live 
so close to each other, on top and 
below each other to gaze at the 
stage of life? Le Corbusier cer
tainly is a great architect, and he 
succeeded in making an impressive 
building, but is such an impressive 
solution justified for this purpose? 
Don’t you think that this good 
people would live far more happily 
in a gay garden-city with better 
planned, bright little houses for 
each family? This would of course 
be less spectacular, but from a 
human point of view surely better 
and more beautiful, to say nothing 
of the economic side. When I feel 
compelled to protest against such 
manifestations, though in many 
professional circles they arc looked 
upon as examples and by some arc 
even considered as summits of the 
art of architecture, I feel I must 
explain that, nevertheless, I have 
great faith in our modern archi
tecture and its many possibilities 
of development. The fact that 
the technique of construction al
lows us unlimited freedom is of 
course not only a danger, it can 
equally well be a blessing if in
geniously used to promote the true 
architectural values I have just 
mentioned. Let me repeat: archu 
tecture is the beautiful and serious 
game of space", we must play that

I have sometimes been struck 
by development schemes for modest 
towns in thinly populated coun
tries, where one is glad after end
less roads at last to come across a 
village. Just imagine: these de
velopment schemes consisted of a 
few skyscrapers, and why? Neither 
do I acknowledge the advantages 
of the crowding of dwellings into 
a gigantic apartment-building in 
the way that Le Corbusier did in 
Marseilles. I don’t find the long- 
drawn-out plan of the apartments 
attractive, with windows only 
the front and backside; just as I 
don’t appreci.ite the long inside ap
proach with elevators and long 
hallways. I believe that the simple 
problem of creating modest houses 
has not been solved in the most 
natural way. In a theater people 
have to sit right next to each other 
to look at the stage. Life is also

on
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game in our own fashion by ex
pressing the time in which we live. 
The modern apparatus of construc
tion offers us typical modern pos
sibilities.

The logical principle of build
ing which splits up the various 
functions, by using steel or rein
forced concrete as load-bearing 
framework, this modern principle 
makes spans possible which form
erly were unthinkable and permits 
constructions of almost immaterial 
lightness. The enclosure of space, 
this method of expressing space, 
can become impressively light, clear 
and transparent, thanks partly to 
the use of the flat roof. This di
rectness, this way of building with
out complicated methods of getting 
round difficulties, is to my mind 
the characteristic of our modern 
architecture.

lacking our wide horizon. Modern 
man has no wish for a superfluity 
of ornament. He finds in architec
ture, as in all other art, that the 
most striking effect is mostly at
tained by the very simplest means. 
We know very fine drawings made 
with but a few lines in which com
plete expression has been obtained 
by the art of omission. We know 
the same economy in music, where 
a composer sometimes reaches soli
tary heights for the very reason 
that he leaves out so much. Simi
larly in literature, vre know pas
sages in which the essential is not 
even mentioned, but is nevertheless 
revealed between the lines. In the 
same way modern means of con
struction afford us the opportunity 
of doing without many things in 
our enclosure of space and thus 
attaining a stronger expression of 
space.

I greatly admire the Baroque 
style, which has created impressive 
spaces of great dignity and festive
ness, often singing spaces. But the 
space enclosure: 
ings, vaults—^became an end in 
themselves; they claimed a good 
deal of attention and were dec
orated with the overburdened 
ornamentation of the period; a 
period indeed of greater refinement 
and greater luxury than ours, but

This has brought me to the last 
of my reflections. I hope I have 
made it clear to you why I pin my 
faith to the future of our architec
tural art. I am convinced that if 
we build in this simple spirit— 
the best because it is simple—cm 
the basis of feasible, suggestive, ex
tension schemes, making use of the 
splendid modern means at our dis-

the walls, ccil-
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society demandsposal, we shall be able to raise 
towns and buildings in which space 
will sing again.

Does this conception of mine 
lead to any spedfic “modem style” ? 
I never concern myself much about 
this question. The artist’s free 
attitude toward his building prob
lem will always lead to individual 
variations. I certainly do not an
ticipate so strong a unity of form, 
nor such a general appearance of 
similarity of details as in former 
periods. Life has become far more 
complicated than it was, and in con

sequence
greater variety in building for a 
far greater diversity of purpose. 
It seems to me that if we face our

our

problems on this reasonable basis, 
with the modest attitude of serv
ants of the community, hoping to 
be allowed to make something good 
and beautiful with all the resources 
our time has allotted us, for the 
good of everything that our time 
demands of us, then no doubt a 
spiritual unity will be manifested 
in all our work. And that, after 
all, is style.

Character Studies
1—BOYES VOYCES

By Sir Hugh Casson, F.R.I.B.A.
Sir Hugh Casson, who it perhaps best known to us on this side of 
the ocean as Chief Architect of the South Bank Exhibition and 
Consultant to the Westminster Corporation on Coronation Deco
rations, developed in his inaugural address as President of the 
Architectural Association, London, five characters closely con
nected with the architectural profession. These may have their 
recognizable counterparts among us. We are printing the charac
ter sketches one at a time. The President's address in full was 

printed in the Architectural Association Journal 
for December 1953.

dress, but later, as I got nearer the 
A.A. and slightly responsible- 
minded, reflection made me feel 
perhaps it was a little too super
ficial. This, after all, is a solemn

“A point of view,
A story or two,
A glance at the world situation.
It’s bright and unique,
It’s fourpence a week.
And gives you an hour’s relaxation.

PART frewn the price mentioned, occasion—by tradition a moment of 
. ..’I thought this was a reasonably Re-asscssment (with a capital R), 

good recipe for a Presidential Ad- when we decide not only how weK
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are doing but where we are going; 
when current problems are an
alyzed, hobby-horses taken out for 
a trot round the paddock, 
signposts set up or old ones re
painted. Massive questions of Ar
chitectural Education, Salary 
Scales, Industrialisation of Archi
tecture emerged from their cob- 
webbed hiding-places and began to 
bump their ponderous and uneasy 
way about my empty, echoing mind. 
Sadly I noticed that for me many 
of them had lost the jagged edges 
of controversy and seemed to strike

I am interested in doing this
mural.

I am not interested.
and he sent back the postcard 
with “Yes” in reply to both ques
tions, I am rather like Giles, and 
if the question Is asked, “Whither 
architecture ?’
AJV. ?” I
indeed ?” Pressed for

new

'Whither theor
only reply, “Whithercan

my opinion 
upon group practice, architectural 
symbolism or monumcntality, my 
answer would echo that of an ac
tress whom I had the good fortune 
to meet at a recent dinner. Scorn
ing at my age such obvious con
versational openings as, “Did any
one tell you how beautiful you 
are?” I decided to go straight to 
the point, and, dry-mouthed and 
trembling, 1 looked into her lovely 
limpid eyes and said, “What do 
you think of town planning?” She 
said, “I am looking forward to it 
tremendously.”

no sparks. Smooth and featureless 
as peppermint creams they rolled 
about, making on impact only hol
low booms or the most inconclusive 
clicks, once 
that I have

again reminding me 
never been—through 

idleness of mind, I know you will 
much worried by the greattell m

questions of life.
If you asked me what I think of 

Freedom, Democracy, Truth or 
Beauty, I could only say that I 
in favor of them. If I were asked 
whether I was interested or not in 
modular coordination, I could only 
quote Giles, by reminding you that 
when we wanted Giles, the Daily 
Express cartoonist, to do a mural 
for us, he would not reply to let
ters, so we sent him a stamped reply 
postcard saying;

From this you will see that my 
philosophy—if I can attach so 
grand a word to it—is a mixture of 
looking forward, with glances over 
the shoulder—an uneasy balance 
between stern decision and second 
(if not two-hundredth) thoughts 
—best summed up perhaps by the 
pirate twins in Sir William Nichol
son’s children’s book, who, you may

am
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remember, left home, leaving a note 
upon the dressing-table, 
gone away forever. Don’t worry. 
Back soon.”

This evasion of thought is due 
partly to ignorance, partly to idle
ness, partly, I think, to suspicion 
of panaceas, because any system 
that claims to be complete thereby 
proclaims its falsity; but princi
pally, I would like to think, is due 
to cowardice in the face of abstract 
nouns.

ability to be found within our pro
fession. So I have decided to as
semble a small unit, or should I 
say component—I cannot remem
ber which—of five characters, each 
of whom I shall briefly and sepa
rately discuss—not, please note, in 
any particular order—and let you 
imagine what their answers would 
be to the great questions of our 
time. I am not going to give the 
answers; 1 am only going to de
scribe the people.

We will start with that rather 
sad but frequently encountered 
character, the Aging Revolution
ary. Boyes Voyces—“B.V.” to 
his disciples—is now a widower in 
his sixties. Between the wars he 
was an acknowledged leader in this 
country of the modern movement, 
and still indeed lives in one of its 
most celebrated monument! 
three-story glass cylinder with a 
tin chimney stack, perched on the 
outskirts of a Sussex village. The 
battle, with the local authorities, 
with amenity societies, and with 
reactionary objectors of all kinds, 
to get this three-dimensional state
ment of a faith erected was a long, 
bloody and expensive one, and only 
won by B.V. agreeing—after a 
sleepless soul-searching night—to 
paint the metalwork grey instead 
of white. He had, of course, his

Have

I am therefore proposing tonight 
to adopt a device once used by 
Evelyn Waugh, who, as a young 
officer in 1940, was similarly af
flicted. He chose from his platoon 
a mild-faced youth of average in
telligence called Hooper. When 
confronted with some such news
paper statement as, “Youth de
mans bolder action in the Far 
East,” or “The nation will not 
compromise upon this issue,” he 
would substitute for the words 
“Youth” and “nation” the name 
Hooper, and thus test to his satis
faction the validity of the state
ment concerned. I would not, of 
course, suggest that only one mythi
cal character—the average archi
tect of AA.—would properly rep
resent the vast range of talent and
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loyal allies—staunchest of them all 
the architectural press (small a, 
small p), who rallied to his side 
with skillfully selected photographs 
proving that cylinders were a struc
tural form traditional to this coun
try and particularly to Sussex— 
and when it was all over the Re
view published a special issue on 
the house with a twelve-page cri
tique by David Wintercote (you 
will meet him later) reproduced in 
his own manuscript, corrections 
and all. It was in fact an exciting 
and ably designed building—like 
most of B.V.’s work, for he pos
sessed a genuine and original crea
tive mind. This was, alas, to be
come sapped and eaten away by a 
too sudden and too short-lived 
adulation, which engulfed him for 
a few years in its warm and heady 
torrent before depositing him for
lornly on a sandbank where, re
spected, weatherbeaten, but rather 
out of the swim, he still remains.

B.V. loved—indeed, still loves 
—architecture, and his enthusiasms 
have led him to support many 
causes, some admirable, some more 
questionable. He is still an inde
fatigable signer of manifestoes and 
contributor of forewords to new 
magazines, and no lecture platform 
is complete without his pink and 
rather old-womanish face with its

aureole of silver hair. In 1934 a 
Swiss firm published a small mono
graph on his life and work in which 
his aphorisms, printed without caps 
and one to a page, were faced by 
a photograph of or detail from one 
of his buildings—a tap perhaps, or 
the shadow of a leafless branch 
thrown upon a rendered wall. This 
had sold nearly one thousand copies 
before becoming remaindered. Al
though he builds little today, he 
leads an active life on committees 
and study groups. He lectures and 
writes and regularly attends inter
national conferences in Mexico 
City or Tel Aviv, where he and 
his old fellow-warriors mull over 
the old battles; courteously, if ab- 
sentmindedly, finger each other’s 
medals, and let the genuine affec- 
ticwi of their disciples lap comfort
ingly round their ankles.

In 1945 he tried to stage a come
back. He began to wear his tic 
through a ring, bought a Donegal 
tweed cloak and carried a stick. 
This attire, which made him look 
what A.P. calls every inch the un
successful literary man, got him a 
couple of mentions in Tke Lon
doner's Diary but little else, and 
he wisely dropped it. Advancing 
age had softened his heart as well 
as hardening his arteries, and he no
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longer felt compelled to point out 
to others the errors of their ways. 
Let them go to Heaven or Hell 
their own way, he now thought, 
and who knows but that may be 
the same destination.

Do not let us, then, pity B.V. 
He has served us well. He is no 
charlatan and realizes quite well 
the risks of pontification and pos
turing which face those who cling 
too long to past successes, or who 
try to make an exclusive and rigid 
academy of what is and must be

something developmental and open 
to all. Let us leave him, then, in 
his wedge-shaped living-room, 
seated on his self-designed sofa of 
leopard-skin, foam rubber and 
dressed granite, leafing through the 
minutes of some praiseworthy so
ciety of which he is hon. vice-pres
ident—waiting confidently for the 
swing in the pendulum of taste 
which will quite rightly bring him 
and his work back into less excit
able but more permanently secure 
recognition.

The Architect's Responsibility 
for Cost Estimates

N THE Journal for October 
1953, there was published a 

letter from Eugene H. Klaber, 
F.A.I.A., pointing out that in some 
cases the Courts have held the 
architect responsible for prelimi
nary estimates given his client. 
“To my mind this is a primal ab
surdity, since it says in effect that 
the architect must guarantee to the 
owner the price at which a third 
party, as yet unknown, 'will be 
willing to perform the work.” He 
suggested that The Institute’s legal 
counsel should advise the mem
bership what measure of reponsi- 
bility falls upon the architect in

making an estimate for a project 
he is designing. Here is the reply, 
first, of William Stanley Parker, 
F.A.r.A., The Institute’s Consultant 
on Contract Documents:

I was interested to see your 
note about Cost Estimates in the 
October Journal. Did you see 
my notes on the subject in the 
Journal for February 1952 and 
the earlier joint statement with 
Mr. Lowe in the issue for Jan
uary 1950?

There is a good deal that can 
be said on the subject, and I am 
treating it at some length in my 
book on “The Standard Docu

I
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ments and the Law”, the text of 
which is nearing completion- Mr. 
Lowe and I have been discussing 
it for several years. Let me try 
to put the essence of the matter 
as I see it.

The Architect’s responsibility 
will depend on two things:

(a) His written agreement with 
his client

{b) How he acts in carrying 
out that agreement.

The important factors under 
(a) and (^) are as follows:

(a) If the written agreement 
specifies a definite cost limit, then 
he will be bound by it.

If he signs an A.I.A. Standard 
Agreement, with no mention of 
cost limit, the provisions of Art 
8 will probably leave him free of 
responsibility of the final cost. 
Evidence of an oral understanding 
as to cost has been ruled inadmis- 
sable as modifying the written 
agreement stated in Art. 8.

{b) If during the development 
of the plans the client adds to his 
requirements and the architect ac
cepts the additions without com
ment as to their effect on cost, he 
will still be bound by the stated 
cost limit.

If during preparation of pl^, 
the architect keeps his client con
stantly advised, in writing, of how

the project is developing in rela
tion to cost, and how the trend in 
construction cost is affecting the 
probable cost of the project, a mat
ter that is outside of his control, 
the architect can protect himself 
completely if no fixed cost limit 
was named, and can protect him
self importantly even if a cost lim
it was included in his written 
agreement if he notifies his client 
that added requirements cannot be 
included at the original price.

The Courts have provided am
ple evidence of when an architect 
will be held responsible and when 
he won’t. But architects should 
understand how to conduct their 
affairs so they won’t get involved 
in a suit.

What they tell their client be
fore signing an agreement will of
ten determine whether they are 
playing safe or gambling in order 
to get the client to sign. It is all 
right to say you don’t guarantee 
your estimates, but are you un
willing to tell a man you can’t de
sign a building for a stated pur
pose for a stated sum, if that sum 
is all he’s got for the purpose ? An 
owner has a right to expect an ar
chitect to be reasonably informed 
as to costs. The architect has a 
right to be frank with an owner 
who wants “two tens for a five.”
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In my opinion the mandatory 
rule about not guaranteeing esti
mates of cost is too general a 
statement and should be eliminat
ed from the mandatory provisions 
and a more balanced statement 
about costs added in the advisory 
portion of Document No. 330.

buildings planned it is hazarded 
that there are very few cases 
where an architect has furnished 
an estimate to his or the owner s 
hurt. In times of volatile costs 
such collisions between purses and 
interest may be more frequent.

There are enough qualifications 
—of material and labor costs; 
mere design against complete su
pervision ; etc., etc.,—that can be 
thrown around any estimate to 
protect an architect from most 
claims against him, and these 
qualifications should be set forth 
in detail, and as needed, as a part 
of any estimate requested by an 
owner.

As a general statement, If an 
owner can show his clear reliance 
(a self-serving statement debatable 
before a jury) on the architect’s 
estimate of costs (so explicit as to 
amount to a guarantee, Standards 
of Practice notwithstanding) to 
the owner’s hurt, cither in secur
ing financing or obligating him
self under contracts for construc
tion, then an architect may (not 
necessarily will) be legally respon
sible to the owner.

Here is the comment of John 
T. Carr Lowe, who has for many 
years been The Institute’s legal 
counsel:

... A categorical answer as to 
the measure of legal responsibility 
of an architect making an estimate 
of building costs cannot be given.

There are too many elements 
that vary from case to case:

Was the architect asked to give 
an estimate? What use was to be 
made of the estimate? Was the 
architect limited in design by the 
owner’s budget which must not 
be exceeded ? Was the structure 
to be built in alternative finishes? 
Was the architect to control in
stallations by his own supervision? 
etc, etc.

In terms of the number of
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The Plastic Ethic
By Huberius Junius

T WAS MY FORTUNE that in
youth I learned the value of the 

Laughing Truth.
And it came to pass in the fol

lowing manner:
Once in my callow youth I did 

forgather with others of my ilk in 
a tavern of some fame in the vil
lage of my birth, and there did in
dulge in Bourbons of dubious vint
age until the inhibitions of a virtu
ous upbringing were dissipated and 
I did behave in the manner of an 
ass and was led like one to my 
father’s door near the break of day.

And at the breaking of fast, my 
father asked in a pleasant voice, 
“And what time, my son, did you 
return to my abode last night?” 

And laughingly I did reply, 
“Near the hour of the cock’s crow
ing, oh, my father, and in such 
condition from strong drink that 
those of stancher stomachs had need 
to guide my feet to your doorstep.” 
And my father did smile in unbe
lief, for I had, at the time, no 
small reputation for exaggeration.

And it came to pass that certain 
of my father’s friends had wit

nessed my indiscretion at the tavern 
and hastened forthwith to tell him 
many small details of the evening.

And at our evening meal he did 
view me with lugubrious eyes say
ing, “My friends bring me reports 
of your yester-cve’s indulgences in 
a public tavern, and I am mortified 
to learn these truths from the 
tongues of others of one from 
whom I had expected frankness 
above all things.”

And 1 did reply, “But, my sire, 
did I not tell you of these things 
at the breaking of the morning 
fast and forsooth in a manner of 
greatest truth, having faith in your 
tolerance and understanding of the 
foibles of youth ?”

And this was the lesson of the 
Laughing Truth, in which I have 
come to place great trust and which 
has profited me time and again, 
for when I say to a valued client, 
“This woman you have taken to 
your bosom will destroy your sub
sistence, even to the flocks of your 
father, in the building of your 
homestead,” I laugh joyously.

Book II, pp. 20-21

I my
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Creative Design, or The Beauty-Parlor Touch
By Kdwin S. Burdell, Ph.D., HON. A.I.A.

PRESIDENT, THE COOPER UNION, NEW YCMIK 

A viewpoint expressed before the Regional Conference of The 
American Institute of Decorators, Washington, D. C.,

November 6, 1953

sign and the execution of design— 
it is in the latter that America 
shines. Just as our engineers were 
tops in the execution of the creative 
contributions of the foreign physi
cal scientists, who gave us the 
formulae for the A-bomb.

I HAVE BEEN ASKED tO SaV a 
few words about the desirabil

ity of decorators and architects 
getting together intellectually as 
well as in practice.

What confuses me is how the 
decorators and architects can ever 
be separated, since they are both 
so concerned with the same thing 

Tcativeness, and to that sub
ject I would like to address my
self.

Creativeness in design means to 
me an analysis of basic elements 
and their function which results 
in bringing into existence a syn
thesis—a new unity of elements 
differing in varying degrees from 
previous ones. Execution of de
sign means putting the design to 
work.

Creativeness and execution are 
not exclusive of each other—more 
often than not creativeness can
not exist without execution. For 
how could a score of music mean 
much if never played; an archi
tectural design which had never 
been executed in bricks and mor
tar; a drama which had never been 
acted; a fashion design for which 
fabric had never been cut and 
sewed?

To me, the greatest challenge 
to American educators today is 
the development of creative 
pacity. During World War II 
it became alarmingly evident to 
men like Conant, Compton and 
Bush that America was not pro
ducing the creative scientists con
sistent or commensurate with our 
engineers, the A-bomb notwith
standing. ril leave it up to you 
to say whether we lag behind 
Europe in creativeness in architec
ture, furniture, fashions, painting,

ca-

etc.
To me the creative capacity in

cludes both the creativeness of de
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One of the most striking things 
about the current New York show 
of the architectural designs of 
Frank Lloyd Wright was the large 
amount of his creations which were 
never executed. The reason for this 
may well be that Frank Lloyd 
Wright has frequently been out of 
step with his time. The avant garde 
is always complaining about the 
lag in artistic appreciation of the 
people. This is understandable, for 
any student of society knows there 
is a strain toward consistency as 
well as toward innovation, in the 
folkways and mores of the people.

Older people generally accept in
novations with less alacrity than 
younger people, and since they are 
apt to control the means of express
ing art and architecture, we shall 
probably continue to find some col
lege boards of trustees accepting 
Georgian, Tudor and Gothic de
signs—sad, perhaps, but true. To 
be a good design, the sonata, the 
building, the play or the dress, 
must not only be skillfully ex
ecuted and function well but must 
have a quality that most nearly 
represents the over-all needs of the 
people who will use or enjoy it. 
And to be able to do this the de
signer must not only be trained 
but educated, and by educated I 
mean the development of a set of

values; an educated person is one 
who is capable of distinguishing 
the valuable from the less. His 
education must be in the symbols 
of the culture of which he is a part 
and in which he is working—and 
when he studies the details of this 
history of past art and architec
ture it should be in terms of the 
ethics of the period which evoked 
those particular expressions of the 
peoples’ needs, aspirations and 
skills.

Thus, the conventional political 
details of the Middle Ages or the 
Renaissance would not alone ac
count for the culture of Europe 
which produced the cathedrals of 
the thirteenth century' or the works 
of art of the Quattrocento. Un
fortunately, up to our very recent 
past it has been thought that re
productions of those impressive 
buildings, paintings, and sculpture 
which had evolved out of an ethos 
or culture of the past, had to be 
accepted as a valid expression of 
our present-day culturi 
had to be Greek temples; railroad 
stations had to be Roman baths; 
city halls had to resemble Petit 
Trianons, and private homes had 
to look like either Dutch cottages 
or Tudor castles. Actually it was 
an expression of the state of con
fusion of our culture and led to

■banks
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an eclecticism which laid a blight
ing hand on our readiness to ex
periment and invent.

Today, we are in the process of 
casting off our chains, and con
temporary design evolves out of 
today’s culture. Whether you like 
the glass buildings of the U.N. and 
Lever House or the aluminum 
facade of 99 Park Avenue, the 
designs do make the most of ma
terials, the mood, and the methods 
of circulation.

In order to achieve this the stu
dent of design must have some 
insight into the social and eco
nomic life of the people for whom 
he will design. The principles 
and findings of psychology, soci
ology, anthropology, and economics 
must be studied along with the 
conventional professional subjects. 
Even such disparate subjects as 
manufacturing and merchandis
ing must find a place in the well 
educated designer’s background.

Good design must also have cer
tain spiritual qualities if the ap
plications are to be anything more 
than utilitarian—and perhaps even 
then, since esthetics are as impor
tant in the design of a kitchen as 
in an art museum. The design 
must be such as will evoke those 
emotions which are appropriate to 
the building and its interior. It

may be awe, reverence, patriotism, 
security, or case, but there must 
be a communication between the 
design and the people.

Despite the acknowledged lag in 
the artistic appreciation of the 
people, any society in a fluid state, 
such as ours, with no Academy to 
hand down the rules, or dictator in 
politics or art to smother experi
ment, should be capable of a more 
ready acceptance of new designs 
and new art forms than would 
otherwise be the case.

Perhaps what I am going to say 
now Mvill be like trying to resolve 
the question as to which comes first, 
the hen or the egg, but it is my 
opinion that technology has not 
forced new designs on society, but 
that society has created the designs 
which have forced technology to 
meet its requirements. Thus, the 
metropolis has forced experimenta
tion in building construction, ver
tical and horizontal transportation 
in the form of elevators and rapid 
transit, and so on. Society, find
ing that these innovations will 
work, demands more of them and 
better refinements of the original.

An excellent example of how a 
social need influenced a design 
which in turn forced technology
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to develop new techniques may be 
seen in the development of The 
Cooper Union Building, whose 
cornerstone was laid just 100 years 
ago this past September. America 
at the mid-nineteenth century was 
feeling the impact of science on 
society. The industrial revolution 
which seized England and Western 
Europe 'fifty years earlier was con
verting the United States from an 
agrarian society to an industrial 
one. Peter Cooper had the vision 
to see that science had to be 
brought within reach of the com
mon man and that meant free to 
all who could grasp it, so he 
founded The Cooper Union for 
the “advancement of science and 
art, in their application to the 
varied and useful purposes of life.”

This was a new design for liv
ing; nothing just like it had ever 
existed before and even today it is 
unique among professional schools. 
To execute the social design Peter 
Cooper had to design a building as 
well. In order to do this he had 
to design a machine which would 
produce rolled wrought-iron beams 
which would be capable of sup
porting a six-story building—one 
of the tallest of its time.

He then had to design an ele
vator which would be capable of 
lifting human beings to make that

height usable for the purposes of 
a school and he had to design a 
means of ventilation for an audi
torium of 2,000 seating capacity 
which he had located in the base
ment.
things because he had to, if he were 
to fulfill the social aspirations of 
the people for whom he was the 
instrument of achievement. Unique 
as it may seem, he not only gave 
design expression to that outreach 
for science, but he was the tech
nologist who assumed the task of 
translating the design into a physi
cal structure that made the design 
a reality and put it to work.

He designed all of these

But now, what of the present 
and future?

What are the means of the pres
ent-day society, what designs is it 
creating, and what technologies 
will have to be developed to im
plement them?

These arc some of the questions 
which both decorators and archi
tects alike must answer if their 
“creativeness” is to be anything 
more than novelty for the sake of 
novelty.

I started out by implying that I 
was going to answer these ques
tions. I shall try to by saying in 
closing that the education of the 
interior designer like that of the
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made products and machine living, 
whether homes, hotels or hot plates 
turned out from uninspired pat
terns and not from creative de- 

On the other hand, the

architect has to orient itself pri
marily toward preparation for pro
fessional practice and secondarily 
toward job getting. No longer 
should students laboriously copy 
period rooms and their contents. 
No longer should they immerse 
themselves in the subject matter 
of the past to the exclusion of an 
understanding of the modes of life, 
the materials and the techniques of 
the present.

However, this is not to say that 
merely to be “new” is necessarily 
to be good, for the “new” may 
only be a slick contrivance of some 
very shabby old elements.

The beauty-parlor touch, how
ever skillful and seductive, will 
never be adequate to cover up the 
crudity and banality of machine-

signs.
creative touch will assure an in
tegrity, a security, and a sense of 
well-being much needed in our con
fused and weary world.

An ability to analyze, investi
gate, and synthesize can lead to 
true creativeness. Only out of in
tellectual and emotional processes 
spurred on by ingenuity, human 
understanding and valid informa
tion, yet held in check by a work
ing knowledge of manufacturing 
and merchandising processes, will 
interior design be capable of meet
ing the needs and aspirations of 
present-day society.

From Stable to Library
By George E. Peitengill

INSlrrUTB LIBRARIAN

building to house its library. Al- 
served as the theme of the though not the first such conver- 

exhibit arranged at The Octagon sion, it still represents an intrigu- 
to mark the opening of The Insti- ing and unusual method of secur- 
tute s new library on January 8, ing a library.
195+, and well it might, for The
Institute had just completed the remarkable as it was decided to 
successful remodeling of the old tear the stable down 
coach house on the Octagon prop
erty into a modern, up-to-date the District of Columbia authori-
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That this should happen is more

some thirty 
years ago after condemnation by
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ties, and ft was saved at the last 
moment by emergency repairs. It 
is perhaps even more surprising 
that it Hnally became a library, 
for over the years there have been 
many plans and proposals advanced 
for using the stable. The most 
drastic involved the removal of 
the entire facade so that it would 
have been on axis with The Octa
gon, where it would have served 
as an entrance to the proposed ad
ministration building. A more re
cent proposal involved its use as 
club rooms for the Washington- 
Metropolitan chapter.

What was there to work with? 
A two-story brick building, 64'4 
long in front, and 60'8" in back, 
21'3
22'6" in the center portion. The 
varying length was caused by the 
fact that the original lot line ran

at an angle, and the stable had 
been built to this line. The build
ing was divided into three sections 
by interior walls. On the ground 
floor the three rooms were the 
stable proper, the carriage room, 
and the irregular-shaped room 
which apparently served as a tack 
or harness room. From the carri
age room a staircase ran to the 
second floor, although no longer in 
its original position. The second 
floor was obviously primarily a hay
loft and the openings in the floor 
for tossing down feed to the stable 
could still be seen.

It is interesting to note that in 
the old harness room there had 
been a brick floor and above this 
in the dirt which had accumulated 
was found a horseshoe. And in 
the interior walls the workmen 
found a penny of the 1850’s which
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Plan of the first floor. The second floor provides a continuous stack room
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The readinK-room or middle division of the 

three-part plan, with the portrait of Richard 

Upjohn, first president, over the fireplace

Howe, Foster & Snyder, Architects

journal
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The Octagon Ktable, taken from a photograph 

made I'vefore 1940, when the Adminiittratioa 

Building wa> joined at the right-hand end
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In remodeling the stable for library use. it will 

be noticed that the fatjade is practically un

changed. The cornice and parapet were added at 

the time the Administration Building was built

Howe, Foster & Svyijer. .Architects

journal 
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The reading-room, where current architectural periodicals, 

domestic and foreign, are kept ready for reference. The bust 

commemorates Thomas U. Walter, second president of The 

Jn.stitutc. At the far end of the room beyond may be had a 

glimpse of the bookcases from the Richard Morris Hunt li

brary. now made a permanent part of the Library Building.

Howe, Foster & Snyder, .Architects
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raises some intriguing questions. 
At the time of the emergency re
pairs the roof was replaced and 
some of the second floor beams 
strengthened, but in general the 
walls and second floor were pretty 
much original.

It was felt that as much of the 
old building should be preserved 
as possible, and accordingly it was 
originally planned to remove only 
the interior, leaving the exterior 
intact except for certain window 
changes on the back wall. Inside 
a complete separate reinforced-con- 
crete structure on separate founda
tions would be built, not disturb
ing the old walls which had no 
footing, but tying them to the con
crete slabs. As work developed it 
was found that the rear wall was 
In such poor condition that it was 
necessary to tear down half and 
replace it, the other part being 
strengthened by the new staircase 
built on the exterior. The natural 
divisions of the building indicated 
the desirability of maintaining the 
same divisions in the new building 
downstairs; while the needs of the 
library for ample stack space 
prompted the opening of the sec
ond floor into one large room.

The results are pleasing and 
have evoked many flattering com
ments. The old central carriage

room has become a reading-room, 
with French doors providing ample 
light. Facing on The Octagon 
garden it offers a prospect that 
can be surpassed by few libraries. 
Around the room are bookcases 
housing the current periodicals re
ceived by the library, over two 
hundred in number. At the rear 
is a fireplace, trimmed with black 
Tennessee marble, before which 
arc two easy chairs and a small, 
low table. Two round study tables 
and eight chaire complete the fur
nishings. A portrait of Richard 
Upjohn, first president of The 
A.Ij\., over the fireplace, and a 
bust of Thomas U. Walter, sec
ond president, between the French 
doors, add fitting touches to the 
dignity of the room. The light
ing is provided by two coves tri
secting the ceiling, with recessed 
downlights over the two reading 
areas.

The old stable room to the left 
is now a small stack room in which 
are housed the most used books. 
Here also are the vertical files for 
pamphlets and pictures. At the 
far end of the room have been built 
in five ebonized bookcases which 
came from the library of Richard 
Morris Hunt, another A.I.A. pres
ident. With their brass grilles 
they present a striking appearance
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which has been the cause of much 
favorable comment from those who 
see them.

To the right of the reading-room 
in the old harness room is the li
brarian’s office and work space. A 
built-in unit provides low shelves 
for the periodical indexes and a 
file cabinet for correspondence^ and 
inside is a desk-table with shelves 
to hold books in process of catalog
ing. The librarian’s desk, a sec
retary’s desk and the card catalog 
complete the furnishing of this 
room. This room has been squared 
up so that in the triangular por
tion of the old room there arc now 
located a coat closet, a book lift, a 
spiral staircase, a hall leading to 
the administration building, and a 
small washroom. The exterior en
trance is also in this room which 
thus allows one person to readily 
greet anyone coming cither from 
outside or the offices.

Upstairs there is a stack room of 
some 1100 square feet with more 
Hunt bookcases on the end wall 
and steel stacks throughout the 
rest of the area. A table in front 
of one of the windows will permit 
readers to work in the stacks. In 
the triangular area upstairs, in ad
dition to the book lift and stair
case, there is a machine room where 
the airconditioning and heating

equipment is housed. The heating 
system uses steam from the main 
Administration Building boiler to 
warm the air which is then dis
tributed through the same ducts 
used for cooling in summer. In 
order to meet fire regulations it 
was necessary to provide an en
closed stairway, which was done 
by building an addition on the 
back, which gave an extra dividend 
in the form of two commodious 
closets.

It is hard to know to whom to 
give credit for the library, for so 
many persons have wanted it and 
planned for it for so long. The 
actual plans are the work of Wil
liam Dewey Foster, who listened 
willingly to the thoughts of the 
librarian.
Grounds Committee reviewed the 
plans, the Board of Directors ap
proved them, and recommended 
that the work should be done, 
which was authorized by the 1953 
Convention. Thus it is a project 
of which many have dreamed and 
many have had a hand in the final 
accomplishment.

The Buildings and

But what of the library itself— 
the books which are now housed 
in this fine new-old home? Basic, 
of course, are books collected by 
The Institute in its former library,
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loaned in 1916, many of which 
are now restored to their rightfiil 
home. More important in num
bers are the books from the li
braries of Richard Morris Hunt, 
Frank Baldwin, Donn Barber, 
Arnold Brunner, Guy Kirkham, 
and Henry H. Saylor. Others have 
given smaller gifts of books of 
equal importance, but these donors 
are so numerous it is not possible 
to list them here. Currently, of 
course, many books are received as 
the result of purchase by the li
brary to meet specific needs.

As presently constituted the li
brary represents a broad general 
collection ranging over the whole 
field of architecture. Several of 
the classics are present in early 
editions of the si.xteenth and seven
teenth centuries, the earliest being 
a Vitruvius of 1521. The present 
aims of the library are twofold— 
first, to have available the practical 
books on the subjects which may 
arise in the daily practice of the 
architect; and second, to acquire a

library on the history of American 
architecture which will be in keep
ing with the role of The Institute 
in shaping that history. An im
portant part of that history is to 
be found in the publications of the 
chapters, and thus an immediate 
goal is completion of our files of 
chapter publications. Because of 
their scarcity the Library will have 
to rely heavily on the generosity of 
members in completing these.

To make the Library of more 
use to members in the field, it is 
presently offering a loan service by 
mail which has been used already 
by members from coast to coast. 
Future developments under con
sideration are a photographic li
brary of outstanding American ar
chitecture and also a slide collec
tion. Thus in its new home which 
completes the development of the 
old Octagon property, the Library 
looks forw'ard to a bright future 
of service to American Institute 
of Architects members and the ar
chitectural profession.

Competitions
“ ■ rents' Magazine s Fourth An- Leonard G. Haeger, and Family 

— nual Builders’ Competition for Home Editor of Parents’, Mrs. 
Best Homes for Families with Maxine Livingston, forming the 
Children, with Richard Bennett, Jury, has given a National Merit

Scheick, Award to the house of Mrs. Ruth
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E. Weber, Palo Alto, Calif.; the 
architects Anshen and Allen. Re
gional Merit Awards went to: 

The house of Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles C. Palmer, South Bend, 
Ind.; E. Don Spinney, Architect; 
William H. Weist, Engineer.

The house of Mr. and Mrs. 
Loughton Smith, Massepequa 
Park, N. Y.; (^orge Nemcny, Ar
chitect.

The house of Mr. and Mrs. 
Fred B. Crandall, Tulsa, Okla.; 
architect, Donald H. Honn.

The house of Mr. and Mrs. 
Clarence Wells, San Jose, Calif.; 
Jones & Emmons, Architects.

A Special Merit Award was 
given to the house of Mr. and 
Mrs. G. C. Nichandros, San LfCan- 
dro, Calif.; David H. Horn, Ar
chitect.

Senior High School,
Conn.

The Architects Collaborative, 
Waltham Elementary School, Wal
tham, Mass.

Harrison & Abramovitz, School 
198, New York, N. Y.

William H. Harrison, El 
Rancho High School, Whittier, 
Calif.

Perkins & Will, Glenbroofc 
High School, Glenview-North- 
brook, 111.

John Lyon Reid, Highlands 
School, Millbrac, Calif.

Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson & 
Abbott, Manchester Memorial 
School, Manchester, Mass.

John Carl Wamecke, White 
Oaks Elementary School Annex, 
San Carlos Elementarj* School Dis
trict, Calif.

Groton,

Honorable Mentions 
Vincent G. Kling, Bryn Athyn 

Elementary School, Bryn Athyn,
A.A.S.A. School 

Competition
The third annual competi

tion sponsored by The School Ex
ecutive brought 139 entries to the 
Atlantic City convention of the 
American Association of School 
Administrators, beginning on Feb
ruary 13.

Awards of Merit 
Warren H. Ashley, Groton

Pa.
E b e r 1 e M. Smith, Beverly 

School, Birmingham, Mich.
Edmund Geoi^e Good, Cum

berland Valley High School, Cum
berland County, Pa,

Caudill, Rowlett, Scott Sc As
sociates, Laredo Junior High 
School, Laredo Independent School 
District, Tex.
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Honors
Harry J. Devine, of Sacra- Mead & White, has been made a

mento, Calif., has been honored by Chevalier of the Legion of Honor.
Pope Pius XII, in being made a 
Commander, Civil Class, in the been ejected to the National Insti-

Eero Saarinen, f.a.i.a., has

Knighthood of St. Gregory the tutc of Arts and Letters, the or- 
Great ganization limited to 250 members 

elected for life, in recognition of 
his notable achievements in art.

Lawrence Grant White, 
f.a.i.a., of the firm of McKim,

They Say:
Walter Gropina

(At a luncheon celebrating his 
70th birthday. May IS. 19S3)

I think I cannot let this oc
casion go by without trying to rip 
off at least one of the misleading 
labels that I and others have been 
decorated with. You all know 
there is no such thing as an “In
ternational Style,” unless you want 
to speak of certain universal tech
nical achievements in our period 
which belong to the intellectual 
equipment of every civilized nation, 
or unless you want to speak of 
those pale examples of what I call 
applied archaeology,” which you 

find among the public buildings 
from Moscow to Madrid to Wash
ington. Steel or concrete skele
tons, ribbon windows, slabs canti

levered, or wings hovering on stilts 
are but impersonal contemporary 
means—the raw stuff, so to speak 
—with which regionally different 
architectural manifestations can be 
created. The constructive achieve
ments of the Gothic period—its 
vaults, arches, buttresses and pin
nacles—similarly became a com
mon international experience. Yet, 
what a great regional variety of ar
chitectural expression has resulted 
from it in the different countries!

Osbert Lancaster
{Speaking on "The Future of the 
Past-. Some Thoughts on Preserva^ 
tion" before the March 3,
1953)

Let me remind you that, no mat
ter how contemporary you strive

<f
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to be, scratch as a starting-point is 
forever unattainable. That where
as it remains questionable whether 
we do mount on our dead selves 
to higher things, it is certain that 
we can get nowhere if we reject the objectives, no one can build the 
assistance afforded by other people. New Jerusalem in a spiritual dust- 
Without the continuous deposits bowl.

of architectural humus no modern 
architecture can thrive, and if we
scrape away the topsoil it will in
evitably wither away. For no mat
ter how clearly we envisage our

News from the Educational Field
Future of Cities and Urban Rede
velopment,” as lecturer for the 
spring term. He will lead a semi
nar on housing for graduate stu
dents in city planning.

Alabama Polytechnic Insti
tute, School of Architecture and 
the Arts, announces the appoint
ment of Tage Gorm Hansen as 
Associate Professor of Architec- 

Mr. Hansen came to Au-ture.
burn from Copenhagen, where he 
was a member of the staff of the 
School of Architecture of the 
Royal Academy of Fine Arts.

Yalb University announixs 
the appointment of Steen Filer 
Rasmussen, of Copenhagen, Den
mark, as Visiting Professor of City 
Planning for the spring term of 
this year. Professor Rasmussen 
comes to Yale from M.I.T., where 
he had been serving as visiting 
critic for the winter term in the 
Department of Architecture and 
Planning.

University of Utah, School 
of Architecture, announces that 
Georgius Y. Cannon is teaching 
philosophy of architecture during 
the winter quarter. The course is 
not limited to architectural stu
dents.

Cornell University, College 
of Architecture, announces the ap
pointment of Dr. Coleman Wood
bury, who was responsible for the 
works, “Urban Redevelopment: 
Problems and Practices” and “The

Student Citation Project 
of The College of Fellows 

Announcement has been sent 
to the faculties of accredited archi
tectural schools of the intention of
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The College of Fellows of The Convention of The Institute, June 
A.I.A. to give public recognition 15-19 in Boston, 
and encouragement to outstanding 
students of architecture. Citations vited to nominate students deemed 
and honorable mentions will be worthy of such honor in accordance 
awarded at the annual Convoca- with a procedure set forth in de- 
tion, to be held at the time of the tail in the original announcement.

Faculties in architecture are in-

The Betrayal
By Elise Jerard

There were an architect and wife 
Who led a chaste esthetic life,
Their tastes being obviously very 
Orthodox Contemporary.
They owned a painting by Paul Klee.
Their living-room was beige and grey.
The shades of all the lamps were white,
Which cast a frank December light.
Form followed function like a skin 
That shows the skeleton within.
And everything was most restrained.
And everything could be explained.

And then—the blow, the crass exposure 
Shattering this architect’s composure!
Although he knew that he was blameless 
It seemed his wife was being shameless.
How could his flouted, doubting love rest 

Till he found her out in her loathesome love nest— 
Where all was soft, caressing, curving,
Hcpplewhite, Sheraton, most unnerving! 
Williamsburg colors, pretty-beaun%
Bric-a-brac thick as tutti fruttil
Now he sits alone with a broody eye
In the home where the woman once lived a lie.
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Calendar
March 3-6‘. Spring Meeting of The 

Board of Directors, A.I.A., Washing* 
ton, D. C.

March 1-May 2: “Blueprint for To
morrow,*’ an exhibition of accepted de
signs for buildings to be erected in the 
near future in the metropolitan area 
of Baltimore, including Annapolis and 
the area east of Silver Spring, The 
Peale Museum, 225 N. Holliday St., 
Baltimore 2, Md.

March 10-12: Convention of the 
Michigan Society of Architects, Hotel 
Statler, Detroit, Mich.

March 14—April 9: Tours of 
Charleston’s historic houses, sponsored 
by Historic Charleston Foundation, 94 
Church St., Charleston, S. C.

April 22-24: Third Annual Confer
ence of the Western Mountain Dis
trict, A.I.A., Santa Fe, New Mexico. 
Theme: The Architect and the Po
tentialities of his Environment.

May 11-14: 47th Annual Assembly 
of the Royal Architectural Institute 
of Canada, Mount Royal Hotel, Mont
real, Quebec, Canada.

May 26-29: British Architects Con
ference at Torquay. A.I.A. members 
are welcome, and further information

and programs may be obtained from 
the Secretary of the R.I.B.A., Mr. C. 
D. Spragg at 66 Portland Place, Lon
don W. 1, England.

June 10-12: 54th Convention of New 
Jersey Chapter, A.I.A., and New Jer
sey Society of Architects, Berkcley- 
Carteret Hotel, Asbury Park, N. J.

June 15-19: 86th Convention, A.I.A., 
Statler Hotel, Boston, Mass.

August 19-21: Regional Conference 
of Northwest District, Eugene, Ore.

September 16-19: Annual meeting of 
Pennsylvania Society of Architects, 
Great Lakes Cruise on the S^uth 
American, leaving from Erie. Pa.

September 26-28: Regional Confer
ence, Gulf States District, A.I.A., 
Marion Hotel, Little Rock, Ark.

October 21-23: Convention of the 
New York State Association of Ar
chitects, Lake Placid Club, Lake Placid, 
N. Y.

October 28-30: Annual meeting of 
Minnesota Society of Architects, Ro
chester, Minn.

November 3-5: Convention of the 
Texas Society of Architects, The 
Texas Hotel, Fort Worth, Tex.

Scholarships and Fellowships
plications and supporting docu
ments are due not later than April 
1. Application forms may be ob
tained from the Chairman of the 
Graduate Faculty, School of Ar
chitecture, University of Texas, 
Austin, Tex.

The 1954 LeBrun Traveling 
Scholarship, conducted by the 
New York Chapter, A.I.A., is 
open to architects and draftsmen

The University of Texas an
nounces the availability of the 
M. N. Davidson Fellow'ship in 
Architecture, carrying an award 
of $500 to a student of exceptional 
ability to assist him in undertaking 
graduate study in architecture at 
the University of Texas. Appli
cants must hold a Bachelor’s de
gree from an accredited school of 
architecture, or its equivalent. Ap-
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between the ages of 23 and 27 is an elementary school. For de- 
(plus years of war service) who tails and application forms address 
are citizens and residents of this Robert Carson, Chairman, LeBrun 
country, and who have had at least Committee, New York Chapter, 

years of office experience. This A.I.A., 115 East 40th St., New 
years problem for the competitors York 16, N. Y.

Architects Who Design Churches
By Edwin Bateman Morris

Informal observations at the Joint Conference on Church Arcbi* 
tecture at Nashville, Tennessee, January 6, 1954

My earliest recollection is 
in connection with Sunday 

morning and going to church. My 
mother used to rustle into the liv
ing-room accompanied by the faint 
but pleasant odor of black kid 
gloves, holding up her wrist in the 
prescribed gesture of placing of
fertory money in her palm. When 
later I was on occasion taken to 
church, I would sit with my face 
against the pew in front, listening 
wonderingly to the long litany; 
and I think if someone now were 
to bring me a piece of wood finished 
with the same material, I would 
instantly recognize the taste of the 
varnish that was on the pews of 
the little church of St. Matthew’s 
in Philadelphia.

I arise very humbly to say a 
word to churchmen and church ar
chitects, fearing the wrong phrase
ology. There was this eloquent

Motherpreacher who said,
Church stands w'ith one foot firmly 
planted on the ground, the other 
pointing to the skies.” If ecclesias
tical experience leads to the pos
sibility of a wrong turning like 
that, what may my inexperience 
lead to!

In spite of that, from my lay
man’s point of view, I state firmly 
that I think there are three para
mount appeals in church services: 
one, congregational participation, 
as in hymns and prayers; two, the 
eloquence of the preacher; and, 
three, the peaceful and soothing in
fluence of the tabernacle in which 
the services are held. This last 
is perhaps equally strong with the 
others and certainly of most an
cient appeal. In medieval times, 
the extensive stone walls offered 
echoing and re-echoing surfaces, so 
that but a small percentage of the
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congregation could hear, even when 
the clcr^ had adopted the de
vice of intoning the service upon 
one note to avoid discord of sound 
and echo.

Doubtless then, the congregation 
permitted themselves to become ab
sorbed in the mysterious high shad
ows in the vaults above and in the 
bright colors laid on the stones by 
sun through leaded glass.

Religion, being concerned with 
a life after this, is mystery. And 
that sense of mystery and of listen
ing to far-off voices is heightened 
and built up by music, by eloquence 
of word and by the religious still
ness and the mysterious depths and 
shadows of the church building 
itself. And that is the contribu
tion of architecture to the spread 
of the word of God.

Religion is an emotional experi
ence. It needs, to induce it, to 
heighten it, the roll of the organ 
chords, sonorous wordings and the 
appealing soothing form of the 
church structure itself carrying in
tangible persuasiveness. I think 
of the very homely example, con
cerned with young man and his 
best girl who were going out into 
the moonlit garden. And she, 
either from trepidation or in order 
firmly to fix the agenda for the 
evening, said “If you kiss me, I

shall call for one of my relatives.” 
But, overcome by the moonlight he 
took her in his arms and kissed her 
firmly. She leaned back her head 
and then, remembering her promise, 
whispered "Oh, brother I”

That tends to explain the strong 
influence of environment. Bertram 
Goodhue, for a long while express
ing himself in traditional forms, 
yet was greatly concerned with the 
abstract appeal of his church struc
tures, in the firm merging of archi
tecture and religion. In his Church 
of St. Bartholomew in New York, 
I was greatly impressed by the 
pleasant stillness, a condition which 
went to prove that the religious 
atmosphere in a church building is 
the inspirational bringing together 
of many things, which all together 
result in a churchly structure. A 
great part of the sacred stillness 
of St. Bartholomew’s is doubtless 
due to the thoughtful design of the 
paving of the aisles. These have 
a narrow border of a hard-surface 
material with the body of the floor 
a natural clay-body extruded tile. 
This tile has a cratered surface 
which muffles footfalls. The dif
ference is noted when one walks 
out upon the hard-surfacc border 
which gives off a pat-pat sound of 
impact. Similarly by careful de
sign, pleasant mysterious shadows
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are In the distances, and near at appropriate church buildings, and 
hand appealing colors through architects themselves- For there 
leaded windows contrasting with is an important tie between archi-
grey stone. That is beauty, which tccture and religion. The tie is 
is also religion. that architecture is the search for

I thus think it is important that beauty in the things of this world; 
there should be joint conferences and religion may well be said to be 
between churchmen who are not the search for beauty in the world 
architects but who want and need to come.

Learning to be The Secretary
By George Bain Cummings, F.A.I.A.

The Board in March 1951 ruled: 
"There shall be referred to The 
Secretary of The Institute for 
reply all inquiries on the matter 
of ethics.” In the same year, May 
11, 1951, The Convention adopted 
the present Standards of Profes
sional Practice published as A.I.A. 
Document No. 330, which is di
vided into two parts: I. Obliga
tions of Good Practice, and II. 
Mandatory Rules of The Institute. 
Deviation from the principles set 
forth in these Standards “is sub
ject to discipline in proportion to 
its seriousness.” It is to the in
quiries and requests for interpreta
tion relating to matters treated in 
Document No. 330 that The Sec
retary is required to make reply in 
behalf of The Board.

In answering such inquiries I 
have available to me the precedents

Again, I address ray successor in 
T\.thc belief that my experience 
in attempting to discharge the 
duties of this office may be at least 
interesting and perhaps helpful to 
him. I am learning by doing; it 
is a continuing process.

As I w’rite this, my term is half 
over; and this seems to be the ap
propriate point at which to tell 
you of one of the major tasks I am 
called upon to perform. Chapter 
XIV of the By-Laws of The In
stitute is devoted to Architectural 
Practice and specifically to "Un
professional Conduct” and "Re
sponsibility of The Board for Dis
cipline.” Many, many inquiries 
and requests for interpretation are 
received by The Board. In past 
years the consideration of these 
occupied a great deal of time at 
Board meetings. In consequence,
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provided by previous correspond
ence, expressions of Conventions, 
and Board actions; and the always 
wise counsel of Clair Ditchy and 
Ned Purves, Some questions arc 
more readily answered than others. 
Novel and borderline cases require 
longer deliberation. A brief re
view of some of the questions and 
answers that have been cared for

A lawyer acting in behalf of an 
architect asked this question: “This 
client has had submitted to him an 
offer to become a shareholder in a 
corporation organized for the sole 
purpose of constructing and selling 
homes that are to be exclusively 
designed by this architect. The 
architect is to be paid for his serv
ices in the preparation of the plans 
and other instruments used in the 
designing of these houses. He will 
perform no other services for the 
corporation. The proposed cor
poration will build these houses, 
based on the aforesaid plans, for 
sale by the corporation on a specu
lative basis only. I would like to 
know if in your opinion being a 
shareholder in a corporation using 
the architect’s plans exclusively 
and building hoxtses bas?d on these 
plans on speculation only, would 
in your opinion, constitute a viola
tion of Mandatory Rule 7 of The 
Institute: ‘An Architect may not 
engage in building contracting.

in the last six months will give 
you further insight into this task 
of The Secretary.

A typical case is furnished by an 
advertisement in ofa magazine, 
a specific building material, con
taining the photograph of an ar
chitect and a statement from him
endorsing that material. This an
swer was given; “Hiis type of 
publicity is considered highly un
ethical, inasmuch as such public 
endorsement of a product renders 
the architect liable to suspicion of 
venality. An architect’s freedom 
of judgment is one of his most 
precious qualifications, one which 
should be guarded most zealously. 
Without intending to discredit 
your convictions regarding the 
merits of the product, we believe 
you will readily agree that such 
public endorsements, if unclial- 
lenged, would lead to flagrant 
abuses and a grave loss of respect 
for our profession.”

11>

This answer was given: “If your 
client becomes a shareholder in the 
corporation cited he, in effect, en
gages in building contracting. 
Whether he is a minority stock
holder or a majority stockholder 
does not affect the situation. One 
cannot hide behind corporate ir-
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responsibility to avoid professional 
rc^onsibility.”

In the light of that at-intent.
titudc the architect who makes a
design to be published in the maga
zine probably fails to give the best 
professional service.

“On the other hand, In the al
ternative to the declination by 
every architect of the invitation 
of a magazine to prepare a design 
for its published use, the result 
might well be a resort by the mag
azine to less competent people than 
architects to make some kind of 
design, by which the public pur
chasing the magazines design 
would be poorly served. If they 
buy the design prepared by an ar
chitect, they are at least in a better 
position than in the other instance.

“Furthermore, architects are ac
cused of failing to serve the mass 
market and The Institute is mak
ing progress toward meeting this 
objection through its Committee on 
the Home Building Industry. The 
Institute has officially repudiated 
such endeavors as the Small House 
Service Bureau, a collaborative ef
fort by architects to produce and 
market stock or standard plans.

“I recognize that if an architect 
sells a house design to a magazine 
which credits him as being the ar
chitect, and if he be a member of 
The Institute and The Institute’s 
initials are used in connection with

Here is an interesting question: 
"Docs The A.I.A. consider publi
cation and sale of plans in and by 
the magazine X as proper and ethi
cal?’
lengthy answer: “I assume that you 
arc referring to the ethics of the in
dividual architect who makes and 
sells to this mjigazine a design 
which it then publishes. Obviously, 
we cannot concern ourselves with 
the ethics of the publishing indus-

And here the somewhat

try.
“The essence of architectural 

service is professional advice to a 
client regarding the client’s build
ing problem. The profession feels 
that its service to the client is 
most useful when it is rendered 
completely—that is, from start to 
finish of a building project. Many 
architects decline to give profes
sional services except on that basis. 
We suggest to the client who pro
poses that we prepare only a set 
of drawings without supervising 
the project to completion, that the 
client cannot realize the fullest ad
vantage from our employment 
under those conditions, that the ad
vice expressed in our drawings may 
be disregarded, and the end result 
quite perverted from our original
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the credit line used by the maga
zine, a certain impression is given 
to the reading public which in
volves the prestige of The Institute. 
The public may well feel, or come 
to feel, that the initials ‘A.I.A.’ 
are a certain warranty of excellence 
and that by using standard plans 
prepared by a member of The In
stitute they may avail themselves 
of a cut-rate approach to competent 
architectural service. I do not sec, 
however, how, under the ethical 
documents of The Institute, a 
member may be restrained from 
preparing a design for a magazine.” 

A request for interpretation of 
two of the Mandatory Rules of 
The Institute elicited the following 
reply: “Rule No. 5 provides that 
an Architect shall not *. , . under
take a commission for which 
another Architect has been previ
ously employed until he has de
termined that the original employ
ment has been definitely term
inated.’ The Board has often stated, 
and legal counsel has agreed, that 
‘termination’ is not conditioned 
upon final settlement of the origi
nal Architect’s fee. The sole point 
is that there must be a iermination 
of employment of the original Ar
chitect. Termination means in ef
fect, the dismissal of the Architect 
by the Owner.

“Rule No. 3 states that ‘An Ar
chitect shall not knowingly com
pete with a fellow Architect on a 
basis of professional charges . . . 
While we know you are well ac
quainted w’ith this rule, we will 
state again for the record that this 
does not mean that the Chapter 
can set up a schedule of fees for 
various types of work and require 
that the membership follow it. Nor 
can the Chapter negotiate a single 
fee for a group of projects and re
quire the membership to follow it. 
However, legal counsel has stated 
that a member could be prosecuted 
under this rule in a case where he 
had, for instance, consistently 
charged 6% for a particular type 
and size of work and then sud
denly dropped to a lesser percent
age when he found that others 
were being considered for the job 
and that the only way to be sure 
of securing it for himself would 
be to cut his usual fee.

“The purpose of a Chapter 
schedule of recommended fees is 
really educational; it indicates to 
the public what the best profes
sionals in the area believe is a 
proper fee for the adequate per
formance of service for a particu
lar type of job; it also serves as 
a guide to members who may be 
unaware of what an adequate fee
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should be for the problems they I think the foregoing will give 
will encounter in taking on some you, my successor, an idea of what
unfamiliar project. It has been this particular duty of The Sec-
suggested that the fee schedule is cretary involves. A dozen or more
in reality but an ‘experience rec- such inquiries are received and an-
ord’ of fees necessary to attract swered each month. It is one of
good men and enable them to per- the most serious charges upon my
form a competent job.” mind and conscience.

Pasadena Press Progress
By Culver Heaton

CHAIRMAN, PASADENA CHAPTER PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE

position, the Committee called a 
meeting with the staff of the Star- 
News to appraise the results of the 
past fifty-tw’o issues from the 
standpoint of subject matter, com
position, reporting, photography, 
and plan presentation. They were 
pleased to find that 44 were rated 
excellent, 6 rated interesting, and 
only 2 rated as fair. The meet
ing brought many good suggestions 
for improvement, and all left with 
the determination to maintain top 
position on the “pole.”

As brought out in the afore
mentioned article, the Pasadena 
Chapter’s Public Relations Com
mittee feels that architects should 
stop complaining of poor press re
lations and “get on the team,” that 
is, make known, through construc
tive contributions, the newsworthi-

0ETAILED REPORT of “Pasa
dena Press Relations’A given

in the January 1953 issue of the 
Journal included a statement of 
the Committee’s objective and a 
step-by-step account of the methods 
used to achieve the progress to that 
date.

A full-page Sunday architectural 
feature, started at the request of 
the Pasadena Star-News was then 
in its infancy. It is with consider
able pride that the Public Rela
tions Committee reports that in 
the latest opinion poll taken by 
the Star-News, “Home of the 
Week” was rated highest by the 
reading public. A feature has to 
go some to beat the comic, sport
ing, and society sections!

Since the top man on a “totem” 
or opinion poll is in a precarious
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ness of the architectural profession 
and the contribution that we can 
make to the economy and culture 
of the community.

Pasadena has found that "get
ting on the team” is contagious. 
At present, the Public Relations 
Committee has been giving a col
lege extension course: "Architec
tural Design and Construction for 
the Realty Profession,” and was 
delighted to find the managing 
editor of the Pasadena Star-News 
registered in the class. The pur
pose of this course is to equip real
tors with a knowledge of the prod
uct they sell and to instill in them 
an appreciation of the contribution 
that the architect makes toward 
reduced building costs and in
creased resale values. The busy 
editor’s object in taking time to 
attend was "to equip myself to 
make the architectural and real

estate section of the Star-News 
better.
the team. As a result, it appears 
that two of the Star-News re
porters will attend the course next 
semester.

He, too, was getting on

The reception given architects 
and architecture in the local press 
has been tremendous, but it has all 
been earned by hard work. Com
plaining to the press docs not help 
them to understand the value of 
architects but only makes them 
justly resentful. When architects 
get on the team and help, they will 
find the press appreciative.

The Committee’s objective of 
making the term "architect” an ac
cepted part of the public’s vocabu
lary and synonymous with economy 
in construction has been greatly ad
vanced by the "Home of the Week” 
contribution.

Architects Read and Write
Letters from readers—discussion, argu
mentative, corrective, even vituperative

The Architect and Church-goinc 
By Christine F. C. Bullock, Williamsburg, Va.

AM an architect’s wife and al- in the October issue by Mr. John 
ways read the Journal from W. Hargrave on "The Architect 

cover to cover and enjoy it very in the Smaller Community,” to 
much. However, I note the article which I take exception.
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Mr. Hargrave states, “Together 
the architect and his wife should 
attend at least one church service.” 
As written liiis indicates that the 
architect is to appear at church 
with his wife, not to worship God 
primarily, but to help himself in 
the community, and to advertise 
himself as a believer in God. I 
believe that the church (be it 
Roman Catholic, Jewish, Protest
ant, or any other) should be, and 
is, entirely separate from any secu
lar ambitions which a young archi

tect or anyone else may have. Per
haps an architect, with the help 
of a God in whom he trusts, may 
achieve his goal of better design 
because his soul and mind will be 
calm and he will be in a state of 
grace which enables him to receive 

createinspiration 
beauty; but I deplore advice which 
indicates that he should use God 
and his church as a means toward 
professional and financial success. 
That is surely cynical advice to a 
young man full of dreams.

to greater

“A Voice from the Wilderness”
By Don Buel Schuyler, Tuscaloosa, Ala.

"beat the bushes” in search of 
work. Many of our members get 
up in the morning and start out 
in “seven directions at once” in an 
effort to obtain work. Some tell 
me that they would starve to death 
if they did not follow this prac
tice, This seems to be a confession 
that they are not competent to ob
tain work on their own merits.

I have known cases where at 
least seventy-five architects have 
solicited the same job before it was 
awarded. After the awarding au
thority has been subjected to this 
kind of treatment, it is easy to 
imagine his state of mind concern
ing our profession. Pressure of 
all kinds within the imagination of

JUST RECENTLY here in Alabama 
a distinguished member of the 

legal profession has been charged 
with the crime of soliciting busi
ness. He has been tried before the 
State Bar Association of Alabama. 
In the event of his conviction he 
can be disbarred at the option of 
the Bar Association.

This seems to be standard prac
tice in the legal fraternity and has 
rwulted in high standards of public 
relations. Certainly the legal pro
fession feels that this requirement 
is necessary to maintain public con
fidence.

In our own architectural profes
sion, at least here in Alabama, it 
seems to be a common practice to
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various members is exerted on the 
board members and others con
nected with the work. Our archi
tectural publications have deplored 
the practice of many architects who 
come to a town and employ the 
same attorney, who is reputed to 
have influence, to represent them. 
After securing a job in this man
ner, the architect is compromised 
on all sides and is unable to pro
vide unbiased service as he should.

Continued practice of this kind 
has resulted in extremely poor pub
lic relations, at least in the minds 
of awarding authorities. These 
people arc our clients and of course 
do not respect us after such treat
ment.

Our State Board of Registra
tion and our representatives before 
the State Legislature seem to have 
great trouble in obtaining a good 
architects law and arc reluctant to 
prosecute cases of violation. It is 
my opinion that this would not be 
the case if architects did not gen
erate their own lack of public con
fidence in their methods of obtain
ing business.

Certainly there are only a given 
number of architectural jobs to be 
performed. All of this “beating 
of the bushes” that may be done 
will not produce one additional job. 
The professiori will have just as 
much business without it. If each 
architect should follow the time-

honored policy of waiting for his 
client to call on him, there would 
be just as much business to be done, 
public confidence would be built 
up and we could all do a much 
better job.

I was present at the Houston 
Convention some years ago when 
at least 1000 architects voted 
“No Advertising” when the sub
ject was brought up for discussion. 
This is certainly a strong indica
tion of the opinion of our rank and 
file and shows the fundamental 
honesty of the profession.

Of course many of our members 
who do a large business arc much 
in the habit of soliciting business. 
Unfortunately these members are 
often in positions of leadership and 
will no doubt veto this proposal. 
On the other hand they might wel
come the opportunity to be relieved 
of the necessity.

Even so, let this matter be a 
voice from the wilderness, ex
pressed by an architect in a small 
town who docs not solicit business 
and who is anxious to improve pub
lic relations. Believe me, it is nice 
to be able to sleep nights and not 
be worried by what might be. This 
is the first step: Let us first clean 
our own house.

I venture that if this proposal 
of “No Solicitation” were brought 
before the next national Conven
tion it would be adopted.
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The Editor's Asides
ceived letters which not only gave 
me deep satisfaction, but also the 
impression that my visit came at a 
right time and that many of your 
countrymen agreed with my con
ception and with my criticism.

“Where I had the pleasure of 
staying longer I could improve my 
acquaintance with the students and 
talk with them about eternal prob
lems of art and technique. Among 
this stimulating youth I felt my
self a young man again. And so, 
a strenuous task was not a burden, 
it was far more a refreshment. I 
hope that my appearance was of 
some significance for my (future) 
colleagues and that one day I can 
follow the invitation to come back, 
an invitation which reached me 
from many sides. For this fairy
tale country with its unlimited pos
sibilities, these United States with 
their kind and clever people, pos
sess a part of my heart."

In the table of comparative 
earnings published by the Bureau 
of the Census, architects stand 
fourth, exceeded only by physicians 
and surgeons, as the highest earn
ers; lawyers and judges, placing 
second; dentists, placing third. 
Aeronautical engineers follow us, 
and electrical and mechanical engi
neers take the next two places. 
Where is all that money?

Noting the accession of tw'o 
men who have recently joined The 
Octagon staff, Fred Pawley sug
gests that wc are now well 
equipped to launch a new magazine 
under the name 
Holmes.

of Hauf Jjf

The recent lecture tour of 
W. M. Dudok, the distinguished 
Dutch architect, seems to have 
been a great success from the points 
of view of both audience and 
speaker. In a letter of apprecia
tion for The Institute’s sponsor
ship, Mr. Dudok says: 

“Everywhere I enjoyed a most 
cordial reception; a right under
standing for my philosophy and a 
sincere appreciation for my work; 
sometimes even more than that. 
After some of my lectures I re

JusT when we had conclud
ed that the profession would unan
imously oppose the establishment 
of a Government bureau to regu
late art and “encourage" it with 
more PWA projects for our de
fenseless post offices, up speaks 
Christopher Tunnard, Associate
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Professor of City Planning at 
Yale: “The United States cannot 
continue to have a healthy pro
gram for art without some centra
lized set-up inside the Government 
to insure full integration between 
the Government and the art world 
... I think further that we ought 
to explore the question of obtain
ing federal funds out of taxes for 
subsidizing a program similar to 
the old Public Works of Art proj- 
ect» which was financed through 
the Treasury, by the Civil Works 
Administration, and which brought 
creative art into thousands of com
munities in buildings and parks.”

downs, or disintegrations of carbon 
atoms in a sample, we can determ
ine its age.”

Obviously a determined and 
widespread destruction of carbon 
copies, by each of us today, is going 
to remove countless distractions 
from the University’s carbon-atom- 
counters of tomorrow.

Elise Jerard, who wrote "The 
Betrayal” on another page of this 
issue, learned about architects from 
her husband, Herbert Lippmann, 
A.I.A., of New York City.

One would think that any 
object photographed repeatedly 
since photography was invented 
w'ould by now have disclosed all. 
Stonehenge, however, within one 
month has revealed forty cryptic 
incisions, hitherto unseen by the 
thousands who come to marvel at 
the circle of monoliths. A faintly 
raised dagger and an axe head are 
of a type unearthed at Mycenae. 
The indications now are that 
4000 years ago worshippers of na
ture gods built a circular embank
ment 230' in diameter. Perhaps 
Bronze-Age Wessex men and a 
few’ Mediterranean holy men 
raused the 80 massive sarasens 
about 1700 B.C., mortising the top 
blocks into the two rings. How 
they did this remains unanswered.

Emmett J. Leahy, an archi
vist, is convinced that the tw'O 
greatest evils of our time—though 
generally unrecognized—are the 
typewriter and carbon paper. He 
is shocked by figures that show as 
many paper-handlers in this coun
try as there are farm workers. As 
an expert he believes that 95% of 
"Carbon Age” paper work ground 
out by industry and government is 
never referred to again.

From the University of Mani
toba, on the other hand, comes
word of a carbon-dating process 
that estimates ages of specimens up 

If wc canto 25,000 years old. 
measure the number of break-
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if yotf re specifying 7He flooring
CONSIDER MATICO...
IT'S FORTIFIED WITH PLASTIC

# • •

Add up all the proved advanta;;es of asphalt rile —low ini' 
tial cost... low installation and maintenance costs... its 
performances in on-grade slab construction projects... fine, 
rich colors .. . toughness .. . resiliency .. , and long wear.
Then add POLYSTYRENE PLASTIC - and you’ve got 
a budget flooring that’s hard to beat! For this plastic con
tent assures bright, clear colors... mote constant uniform
ity of shade... and years of wear.
Wonder of it all is that MATICO costs no more than 
ordinary asphalt tile flooring...yet is far superior. Find 
out today why leading architects everywhere prefer 
FORTIFIED MATICO asphalt tile flooring. Write 
E)ept. 12-3 for full details, and specification data.

MASTIC TILE CORPORATION OF AMERICA
(•Ktni • Srittofin • PirtHtiy • AspliiN Tilt • Ctrti TUi • Ftistic Will Till 
Joliet, III. * Long fteach, Calif. * Newburgh, N. Y.

OevnetMaSmIIIm
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become a respected part of Hillyard's assistance. By submitting 

valuable informalim on new products, improved treating methods, help 
pn speciBc floor problems, Hillyard provides specifications that aosure 

beautiful lifetime floors with a minimum of labor costs.

Hillyard's field staff of 120 trained floor experts (Hillyard 
'Mainlaineers") C are stationed in key cities coast to coast. These 

‘on your staff not your payroll” for statistical advice on costs, 
full product fscts, “iob captain” help 

- architect or hospital management.
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IN THE ENTRANCES TO
MERCY HOSPITAL 
New Orleans, La.
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The Door that lets

TRAFFIC through QUICKLY

ELLISON BRONZE CO.

Jamestown, New York
represeniatives in 76 principal cities 
in the United States and Cortada
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BcUooU.
PAGE & SMITH USE 

WEBSTER 
TRU-PERIMETER 

HEATING
Typical rlaiiroom, Wakelon Public School,
Zi'hulon, N. C. Architpct: PuRf & Smith, Ruloigh,
N. C. Hcatini; Cuntrnctor: Bullock & Proctor,
Raleigh, N. C.

Wak&lon Public School i$ typical of the modern, low-cost schools 
in North Carolina designed by Page & Smith, Raleigh, and using 
Webster Steam Heating Equipment.

Examine the pleasing interior illustrated above. Note the wall- 
to-wall installation of Webster Walvector blanketing the entire 
window area and concealing all piping except for hand valve 
at left.

Webster Tni-Perimeter Heating provides draft-free comfort with 
window ventilation. The entire heating contract for the six-room 
school with cafeteria was $11,585, only 9% of the total construc
tion cost.
In addition to Webster Walvector, Webster Equipment for 
school heating includes: steam heating specialties such as traps, 
valves and strainers; central Webster Moderator. Controls; Web
ster CF-3 Hot Water Heating Controls; Webster Convectors; 
Webster-Nesbitt Unit Heaters.
Interested in further facts about money saving in school heating? 
Get in touch with your Webster Representative, or write us.

Address Dept. AIA-3

WARREN WEBSTER & CO.
Camden S.N. J.Reps. in Principal Cities 
In Cattaia, Darling Broj., Ud., Momraal WALVECTOR

For Strain or Hot Wator Heating



An Accounting System
designed for YOUR Office

Four years of intensive effort by a Com
mittee of The Institute has resulted in the 
completion of a Cost Accounting System 
which is adapted to the special needs of 
architectural offices.

Heart of the System is the Book of In
structions, available with each of the Offers; 
or sold separately at $5.00 per copy. In it 
are all necessary instructions, along with 
samples of most of the Forms, filled out as 
examples.

The System can be purchased in three 
separate Offers. Each contains a year’s 
supply of Forms. Full information on the 
contents of each Offer, and prices of in
dividual Forms, may be obtained upon re
quest.

Offer No. 1—$55.00
lacludea Instractions, Accounting Forms, 
Owner-Confraefor Form*, Binders, with 
names imprinted on Binders and Forms.

Offer No. 2—$31.50
iockides Instructions, Accounting Forms, 
Owner-Contractor Forms.

Offer No. 3~$22.50
Includes Instructions, Accounting Forms.

The American Institute op Architbcts 

1735 New York Avenue, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.



CARPETS

WOOD &BOILER
•, j LINOLEUMTUBES

BROOKLYN “ modernizes

its cleaning methods with SPENCER
Here is a thoroughly modern school which is also used for community 

weddings and parties, 
provided with a Spencer Stotionory system with an added soot seporator 
for cleaning the boiler tubes.

All kinds of floor surfaces are cleaned after every working day by 
three operotors. The piping is steel tubing, which is saving on originol 
installation cost in many types of buildings.

In ony building there are more than twenty ways to save with Spencer 
Vacuum. It cleans fester, better and with lower maintenonce. It will pick 
up water, clean the air conditioning system, machinery, even dry mops, 
with o special attachment. Ask for the new bulletin describing the many 
uses and economies.

addition, Samuel Juster, Architect, isThe new

Aik for Spencer Bulletin ISl^B

THE SPENCER TURBINE COMPANY • HARTFORD 6. CONNECTICUT

^ spencer I



The Handbook of 
Architectural Practice

Revised 1953 Edition

Prepared under the direction of William Stanley Parker, F.A.1^.

The architect, by expressing his ideas in forms and words of exact 
contractual significance, by controlling machinery for their embodiment, 
by giving just decisions between conflicting interests, by bearing himself 
as worthy of his high calling, gives to his art the status of a profession. 
It is with that aspect of the architect's work, professional practice and 
its servant, business administration, that this Handbook is concerned.

The Board of Directors of The Institute reviewed and approved the 
Handbook prior to its publication, and found it to be a comprehensive 
exposition of the best in modern architectural practice, apart from design.

The Handbook is commended by the Board to the seasoned architect, 
to the draftsman, the office manager, and the architectural student—and 
to him who prepares for the examination of state registration boards.

Fifty-two chapters make up the book, under the following Part headings:

Registration of Architects 

The Architect and the 

Owner 

The Office

Surveys. Preliminary Studies 

AND Estimates, Working 

Drawings and Specifica

tions

u

The Letting of Contracts 

The Execution of the Work 

The Architect and the Law 

Office Records of Completed 

Work

The American Institute op 

Architects and Its Docu

ments

Size, 8^ X II, 255 pages, bound in heavy durable paper, with gold stamping— 
convenient for use in the library, office or drafting-room. Price $4 per copy, 
postage prepaid.

The American Institute of Architects 

1735 New Y'ork Ave., N. W., Washington 6, D. C.



DOORS you can 
specify with confidence ...

BILCO
CELLADOORS

are all-metal, weatherproof, 
economical and practical.

BILCO
ROOF SCUTTLES

have full welded corners
and reverse action lifting levers.

BILCO WATERPROOF
SIDEWALK DOORS

have concealed lifting
springs to give easy.
one hand operation.
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Standard Contract Documents
Th«M contract formi have stood the test of time, have reduced to a minimum lawsuits 
aad misundentandinsB. have made for good will between Architect. Owner and Contrac
tor. They expedite business. Orders are fllled at The Octagon the day they are received. 

The Documents can also be had from most dealers in architeetaral supplies.

Agreement and General Con
ditions in Cover.....................

General Conditions without
Agreement ..............................

Agreement without General
Conditions....................................

Owner’s Protective Bond ....
Form of Subcontract..................

Letter of Acceptance of 
Subcontractor’s Proposal ... $ .10 

Cover (heavy paper with
valuable notes)..........................

Complete set in cover..................
Review of the Standard Oocu- 

Stanley

$ .50

.35 .02
.85

15
10 Williammeats—by 

Parker ..10 1.50
OTHER CONTRACT FORMS

Form of Agreement between 
Owner and Architect on a Per
centage Basis—

Short Form for Small Construc
tion Contracts...........................

Circular of Information on Fee 
plus Cost System (Owner-
Architect) ....................................

Form of Agreement between 
Owner and Contractor (Cost
plus Fee Basis)........................

Circular of Information on Cost 
plus Fee System (Owner-Con
tractor) .......................................

Performance Bond; Labor and 
Materia] Payment Bond . . . .

$ .25

When Engineers’ Fees are reim
bursed to the Architect by the 
Owner (Doc. No. A-102) . $ .05

When Engineers’ Fees are in
cluded in the Architect’s Fee 
(Doc. No. B-102)

.03

.10

.05
Form of Agreement between 

Owner and Architect on the 
Fee plus Cost System...............

.06

.10.05
BOOKS

Handbook of Architectural Practice (Revised 1951 edition) . . .
Architects’ Spedficadons—How to Write Them,

by Goldwio Goldsmith, f.a.i.a...........................................................................
Specification Work Sheets.....................................................................
Standard Filing System and Alphabetical Index—Doc. No. 172—

(1951 edition).......................................................................................
Filing System for Architectural Plates and Articles—Doc. No. 261 .... 1.00
Tran*portation prepaid on ordtrs amountinff to tl-00 or more. Ordert, communuatione 

and r«miManc«o (cKeehe, money ordort. eo«A or tiampt) ekouid be tent to—

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS 
1735 New Y'ork Ave., N. W., W’ashington 6, D. C.

.$ 4.00

5.00
5.00

2.00
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